Fusion AGM Batteries Terminal Options

- **Fusion AGM Batteries**
  - **CBC Series**

---

- **T1 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T2 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T3 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T4 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T5 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T6 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T7 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T8 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T9 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T10 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T11 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T12 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T13 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

- **T14 Terminal**
  - Unit: F2750
  - Terminals: 2750
  - Rated for Under Bonnet Use - Warranty covers under bonnet use

---

**Cyclic - Deep Cycle - Starting - Stand By**

- **High Performance Genuine AGM Battery** - Non-spillable Dry Cell
- **Longer Service Life** - Up to 30% more cycle life than other leading brands
- **State-Of-The-Art Thermal Management System** - Keeps battery cool during charging & general use making it better suited to hotter climates (like Australia’s top end) and under bonnet use
- **Extreme Vibration Resistant**
- **Special Cycle Alloy** - Extends the life of the battery, reduces self discharging and improves true deep discharge performance
- **Absorbed Glass Matt Separators (AGM)**
- **Extra Thick Plates** - For increased capacity
- **Superior Design & Quality** - Manufactured to Quality Assurance Standard ISO 9001
- **Manufactured to comply with AS 4029.2-2000** - Extended 3 Years Warranty when used in Back-Up Power, Stand-By or UPS Systems
- **ActiveFire® Certified** - Independently tested by the CSIRO
- **Rated for Under Bonnet Use** - Warranty covers under bonnet use
- **Flame Retardant ABS Plastic** - Making it the safest available in Australia
- **When Failure is not an Option** - Use only Fusion AGM Batteries

---

**Fusion AGM Batteries**

Head Office

Unit 30 / 76 Hume Highway

LANSVALE NSW 2166

Tel: (02) 9755 7851  Fax: (02) 9755 7852

www.fusionagmbatteries.com.au